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Abstract—We present observations of quantum confinement and
quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) electroabsorption in Ge
quantum wells with SiGe barriers grown on Si substrates, in good
agreement with theoretical calculations. Though Ge is an indirect
gap semiconductor, the resulting effects are at least as clear and
strong as seen in typical III–V quantum well structures at similar
wavelengths. We also demonstrate that the effect can be seen over
the C-band around 1.55-µm wavelength in structures heated to
90 ◦ C, similar to the operating temperature of silicon electronic
chips. The physics of the effects are discussed, including the effects
of strain, electron and hole confinement, and exciton binding, and
the reasons why the effects should be observable at all in such an
indirect gap material. This effect is very promising for practical
high-speed, low-power optical modulators fabricated compatible
with mainstream silicon electronic integrated circuits.
Index Terms—Electroabsorption effect, germanium, optical interconnections, optical modulators, quantum-confined Stark effect
(QCSE), silicon.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) [1], [2] is a
strong, electric field dependent change in optical absorption (electroabsorption) that has been seen in quantum well materials. It is used extensively for high-speed [3], low power dissipation optical modulators, for example, in telecommunications,
and has also been used in large arrays of low power devices [4].
To this point, nearly all examples of the QCSE have been in III–V
semiconductor quantum wells, such as GaAs with AlGaAs barriers, or InGaAs with InP barriers. It would be very useful to make
modulators with similar performance in a way that is compatible
with silicon-integrated circuit manufacture. That would enable
fully integrated modulators and driver circuits in silicon technology for telecommunications applications, potentially reducing
costs. With suitably low-power modulators, dense optical interconnects to and from silicon electronics could be contemplated,
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potentially solving severe scaling problems of electrical wiring
being experienced within electronic systems today [5]–[7].
Silicon itself has only relatively weak mechanisms, such as
the carrier density dependence of refractive index [8], for making modulators. Recent works, using either long waveguides
with small cross sections [9], or very highly resonant structures [10] that must be precisely tuned to the operating wavelength, have demonstrated working modulators in silicon.
Demonstration of stronger mechanisms, such as the QCSE, in
a silicon-compatible materials system could open up many new
possibilities for modulators, avoiding long lengths or precise
tuning, for example.
One possible approach would be to integrate III–V devices
with silicon. Hybrid integration is quite feasible [4], though
a monolithic approach might ideally be preferable to reduce
costs. Substantial issues remain for the monolithic integration of
III–V materials with silicon, however, not least because group
III and group V materials are dopants for silicon. Germanium is,
however, routinely used together with silicon in some integrated
circuits [11], so the basic problems of materials compatibility
between silicon and germanium in a manufacturable process
have been resolved. A key question is therefore whether the
use of germanium could allow strong modulation mechanisms,
such as the QCSE. Germanium, like silicon, is an indirect
gap semiconductor (as we will discuss in greater detail later).
However, no indirect gap material has ever previously shown
clear QCSE effects, despite some interesting attempts [12].
Previous efforts to find mechanisms such as the QCSE in
Si/Ge structures have had limited success. SiGe/Si quantum
wells with type-I alignment (electron and hole minima in
the same material layer) show either no QCSE [13] or relatively inefficient effects [14], [15]. Strained SiGe/Si quantum wells on relaxed SiGe buffers [16] and Ge/Si quantum
dots [17] on Si substrates, with type-II band alignment (electron and hole energy minima in different layers), can exhibit
large shifts of optical transitions with the electric field, but
have relatively low absorption associated with the shifting
transitions.
Recently, we have briefly reported [18] strong QCSE in
germanium quantum wells grown on silicon substrates with
SiGe barriers. These observations show clear QCSE whose
performance is comparable to, or possibly better than, III–V
QCSE effects at similar wavelengths. Here, we give an extended
discussion of this work, and also show that this effect can be
observed in redesigned structures, operated at the kinds of
temperatures encountered on the surface of the silicon complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) electronic chips,
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in the technologically important C-band around 1.55-µm wavelength, the main wavelength band used for telecommunications.
In Section II, we discuss the form of the band structure in Ge,
Si, and Ge-rich SiGe, the materials used in our structures. The
structure growth techniques and the optical measurement methods are described in Section III. In Section IV, we present the
experimental results on two different samples. The calculation
of the quantum well energies and shifts, and the sensitivity to
various parameters, are presented in Section V. The physics of
the QCSE in this indirect material is discussed in Section VI, and
conclusions are drawn in Section VII. Exciton binding energies
and shifts with field are discussed in the Appendix.
II. BAND STRUCTURE AND SAMPLE DESIGN
Both Si and Ge are indirect bandgap materials. Though the
maximum in the valence band is at the zone center (zero effective
momentum), the global minima in the conduction band of Si
and Ge are not at the zone center. The fact that the valence
band maxima and the conduction band minima are not at the
same effective momentum means that the optical transitions
between these maxima and minima are indirect, that is, they
necessarily involve phonons so that the effective momentum
can be conserved, because the photon momemtum is negligible
on this scale.
As photon energy is increased from below this lowest, indirect bandgap energy (the separation between the highest valence
band maximum and the lowest conduction band minimum), the
optical absorption rises relatively slowly and weakly compared
to that in the direct gap materials such as GaAs. In Ge, however,
there is also a local minimum in the conduction band at the
zone center. Thus, though Ge has a weak, indirect optical absorption tail extending almost to 2-µm wavelength (∼0.62 eV)
at room temperature [19], it also has a strong and abrupt rising absorption edge at ∼1.55-µm wavelength (∼0.8 eV) [20].
This strong edge corresponds to the direct optical absorption at
the zone center. The band structure of this zone center minimum and of the zone-center valence band maxima is essentially
similar to that of the direct gap materials like GaAs, and is
expected to behave very similarly, obeying the same models,
such as the Kane kp model [21] that gives the basic scaling of,
e.g., zone-center conduction band effective masses and optical
absorption strength with bandgap energy. Hence, we expect this
direct optical absorption to behave similarly to that in the direct
gap semiconductors like GaAs, though with an additional, weak
indirect absorption tail extending to lower photon energies.
Fig. 1(a) shows the basic structure used for our experiments.
Ge quantum wells with SiGe barriers between them are grown on
the top of a lattice-relaxed SiGe buffer layer on a [1 0 0]-oriented
Si substrate. Because Ge has a larger lattice constant than that
of Si (by about 4%), Ge grown on Si or lattice-relaxed SiGe
alloys will be compressively strained. In our sample structure,
we balance the strain between the wells and the barriers to get
approximately zero net strain in the quantum well region (i.e., a
“strain-balanced” structure); the weighted average of the silicon
concentration in the Ge/SiGe quantum well layers is equal or
close to that of the buffer layer. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the strain

Fig. 1. (a) A p-i-n structure on silicon with Ge/Si1−x Gex quantum wells on
relaxed Si1−z Gez buffer. (b) Compressive and tensile strain forces are balanced
in each quantum well pair, so no strain energy is accumulated.

Fig. 2. Sketch of the band structure (not to scale) of the well (compressively
strained Ge) and barrier (tensile-strained Ge-rich SiGe) materials, and of unstrained Si. HH: heavy hole band; LH: light hole band.

force balanced in the quantum well region. The barriers are
therefore under tensile strain. The quantum wells are contained
in the intrinsic region “i” of a p-i-n diode structure. Changing
the voltage on the diode changes the field applied perpendicular
to the quantum well layers, as required for the electroabsorption
experiments. The diode structure also allows photocurrent to be
collected, from which the effective optical absorption coefficient
of the quantum well region can be deduced.
Fig. 2 shows the sketches of the kinds of band structures we
expect in the well and barrier layers, as well as the band structure
of the unstrained Si. In Fig. 2, the relevant bands are sketched
along the X[1 0 0] and L[1 1 1] directions. Ge has its global
conduction band minima at the L-point edges of the Brillouin
zone, whereas Si’s conduction band has minima at the ∆-point,
within the Brillouin zone along the X-direction. Unlike much
previous work on SiGe structures, all of our grown layers are
Ge-like, i.e., the proportion of Ge in SiGe is very large, and
the band structures of these grown layers are expected to be
qualitatively more like Ge rather than like Si. (See, e.g., [22]
and [23] for actual calculated Si and Ge band structures.)
Note that one effect of the strain on layers is to split the
light and heavy hole bands, as indicated in Fig. 2. (The strain,
and indeed the growth in a layered structure, is expected to
make the light hole band somewhat heavy and the heavy hole
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the band structure in real space (not to scale) of a Ge/SiGe
quantum well structure, with compressive strain in the well and tensile strain in
the barrier, on a lattice-relaxed SiGe buffer.

band somewhat light in the plane of the layers, though it should
leave the hole masses in the direction perpendicular to the layers
essentially at their bulk, unstrained values.)
Fig. 3 shows what we believe to be the form of the line-up
of various relevant bands in a strain-balanced structure of a Ge
well between SiGe barriers on a SiGe strain-relaxed substrate.
We show the conduction band edge at the L-point (Ec,L ) and
at the Γ point (Ec,Γ ), as well as the valence band edges corresponding to the heavy hole (Ev,hh ) and light hole (Ev,lh )
bands. The corresponding offsets for the conduction band at the
L point (∆Ec,L ) and the Γ point (∆Ec,Γ ), and for the heavy hole
(∆Ev,hh ) and the light hole (∆Ev,lh ) are also shown. (If the Si
concentration in SiGe barriers is high enough, e.g., greater than
about 15%, depending on the strain [24], the indirect minimum
in the conduction can change from L to ∆.) Note that we expect
type-I alignment (electron minimum energy and hole maximum
energy in the same material) at the zone center, just as in typical
III–V quantum well materials used for the QCSE. The specific
parameters we use for various offsets and effective masses are
given in Section V.
III. DEVICE FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The SiGe quantum well structures shown in Fig. 1(a) are
grown by a commercial reduced-pressure chemical vapor deposition (RPCVD) reactor. The deposition of Ge-rich SiGe or
pure Ge films on Si substrates usually requires thick graded
buffer layers to reduce the threading dislocation density, but this
also results in a high surface roughness and needs chemical–
mechanical polishing (CMP) or requires the use of a surfactant
to smooth the surface [25], [26]. To obtain smooth surfaces
without these smoothing techniques, several groups have made
attempts to directly grow Ge on Si by different epitaxy techniques, using two growth temperature steps [27]–[29].
Here, we use direct deposition of SiGe buffers on Si instead
of the graded buffer method. To control the SiGe composition in
the buffer and the strain in the Ge/SiGe MQWs, a single growth
temperature of 400 ◦ C is used for all layers. Si wafers [4-in,
(0 0 1)-oriented, boron-doped] are used as starting substrates.
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Two boron-doped (p-type) Ge-rich SiGe layers with doping
levels ∼ 5 × 1018 cm−3 are deposited on silicon. After growing
the first layer, the structure is annealed at 800 ◦ C for 30–60 min.
Then the second layer is deposited and the structure is annealed
at 700 ◦ C for 5 min. This leaves a smooth, lattice-relaxed SiGe
surface. Undoped Ge quantum wells with SiGe barriers between
them are then deposited and capped by arsenic-doped (n-type)
layers with doping levels ∼ 1 × 1019 cm−3 . Then mesas with
widths from 200 to 1400 µm are patterned and plasma-etched
in this grown p-i-n diode structure, opening access to the bottom p-region. Al/Ti metal rectangular rings are formed by the
e-beam evaporation and lift-off and annealed for n-contacts and
p-contacts.
The absorption spectra are extracted by the photocurrent measurement with different bias voltages. The light source is a
quartz–tungsten–halogen bulb filtered by a 950-nm long-pass
filter and a 0.25-m monochromator with a 0.4-mm slit and a
600-l/mm grating. The light is chopped and illuminated
normally into the devices with random polarization. The photocurrent is measured with a lock-in amplifier. Assuming one
electron of current for each absorbed photon, the responsitivity is obtained by dividing the photocurrent by the light power
passing through the i-region. The corresponding effective absorption coefficient is calculated based on the total thickness of
the quantum wells and barriers (not just the total thickness of
the Ge well material), correcting for the surface reflections.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. 10-nm Quantum Wells
Fig. 4(a) shows the absorption coefficient spectra measured
at room temperature for a structure with ten Ge quantum wells,
each 10-nm thick, separated by 16-nm-thick Si0.15 Ge0.85 barriers, all grown on Si0.1 Ge0.9 buffer layers [18]. Note first that
the spectra show clear exciton absorption peaks at room temperature. In bulk Ge, an exciton absorption peak can be seen at low
temperature [30], but such peaks usually are not clearly resolvable at room temperature. The appearance of room temperature
peaks is characteristic of the quantum wells, and is explained
by the increased confinement of the excitons [31].
At zero applied voltage, there is also a clear shift of the
direct optical absorption edge from its value in bulk, unstrained
Ge (∼0.8 eV [20] at room temperature) to the lowest energy
exciton peak position of ∼0.88 eV. This shift can be explained as
a combination of strain and quantum confinement (see Section V
for quantitative comparison). The lowest energy peak here is
ascribed to the heavy hole exciton, and the second peak to the
light hole exciton. The clarity of the peaks and the shift show
empirically that, despite the lower energy indirect conduction
bands in the wells and the barriers, there is a strong quantum
confinement at the zone center in the Ge conduction and valence
bands.
When an electric field is applied, there is a clear QCSE shift
of the absorption edge to lower photon energies, with shifts with
field that agree well with calculations [Fig. 4(b)]. Note also that
the exciton peak width, ∼8 meV half-width at half-maximum,
has little or no apparent change with applied bias. This suggests
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Fig. 5. Effective absorption coefficient spectra of strained Ge/SiGe
(12.5-nm Ge well and 5-nm Si0.175 Ge0.825 barrier) quantum wells on a relaxed
Si0.05 Ge0.95 buffer under 0.5-V reverse bias at different temperatures.

Fig. 4. (a) Effective absorption coefficient spectra of Ge/SiGe (10-nm Ge well
and 16-nm Ge/Si0.15 Ge0.85 barrier) quantum wells on a relaxed Si0.1 Ge0.9
buffer at room temperature. (b) Comparison of exciton peak shift between
simulation and measurement (from [18]).

that the electric field in the i-region is relatively constant over
the region, since otherwise different wells would experience different shifts, leading to a broadening of the field. This constancy
in turn implies that the impurity concentration in the i-region
is relatively low. This is consistent with the fact that the overall scale of the photocurrent does not depend significantly on
bias over the entire voltage range, which in turn suggests that
the quantum well region is fully depleted. These shifts and the
exciton peaks are actually clearer, and the overall absorption coefficient, here as high as 6320 cm−1 , is stronger than is typically
found in, for example, InGaAsP/InP quantum well structures at
similar wavelengths [32].
B. 12.5-nm Quantum Wells
Though the 10-nm quantum wells show strong and clear electroabsorption, the wavelength range of operation does not match
the ideal wavelengths for long-distance telecommunications,
such as the C-band (∼1530–1565 nm) around 1550 nm. Both

the quantum confinement and the compressive strain in the Ge
well shift the direct absorption edge away from this wavelength
range. Redesigning a quantum well with a somewhat increased
thickness, and reducing the strain in the well, both help to shift
the operation region back to longer wavelengths. Since the Ge
direct bandgap is at ∼1550 nm at room temperature, these approaches may not be enough, however, to achieve good 1550-nm
operation. Increasing the quantum well thickness also eventually leads to the disappearance of the clear QCSE shift of the
absorption edge with field as the electroabsorption becomes
more like that in the bulk [33].
One additional way to shift the absorption to longer wavelengths is to heat the device. The direct bandgap energy in
semiconductors typically reduces with increasing temperature.
If the device is intended to be operated on a silicon CMOS
chip, the surface of the chip may already be hot, for example,
∼ 85 ◦ C, under standard operating conditions in many chips.
Hence, designing a modulator that runs at telecommunications
wavelengths at such temperatures may actually be desirable.
Fig. 5 shows the absorption spectra at 0.5-V reverse bias at
different temperatures for a structure with quantum wells made
from 12.5-nm thick Ge wells and 5-nm-thick Si0.175 Ge0.825
barriers on a lattice-relaxed Si0.05 Ge0.95 buffer. When the device
is heated up from room temperature to 90 ◦ C, the absorption
curves show a monotonic shift in the wavelength without much
change in either the magnitude or the shape of the spectra. The
exciton peak is still resolvable at these higher temperatures, and
moves from 1456 to 1508 nm, corresponding to a temperature
dependence of bandgap energy ∼0.83 nm/◦ C (∼0.47 meV/◦ C).
Fig. 6(a) shows the effective absorption coefficient spectra
at different reverse bias voltages at 90 ◦ C operation. The effective absorption coefficient of the exciton peak at zero bias is
9240 cm−1 . (This value is larger than in the 10-nm sample in
part because the barriers have been chosen to be thinner here,
so more quantum wells can be fitted in within a given distance.)
With 0–2-V reverse bias at 90 ◦ C, the absorption edge is shifted
from ∼1500 to 1560 nm by the QCSE. The effective absorption
coefficient has a maximum change of 2703 cm−1 at 1538 nm
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also some change in the exciton binding energy. We calculate
this in the Appendix, though this shift with the field is so small
(<0.4 meV) compared to other uncertainties that we neglect this
correction in the rest of our calculations, and work only with the
individual electron and hole energies and shifts.
A. Parameters for Calculations
Here, we are considering Ge and Si1−x Gex layers that are
grown on a relaxed Si1−z Gez buffer layer. For such layers, we
use the valence band offsets between the buffer and the layer
that have been calculated by Galdin et al. [34, eqs. (41)–(43)]
to be, for |x − z| ≤ 0.5, and for z > 0.5
∆Ehh (x, z) = [0.74 − 0.07z][x − z]

(1)

∆Elh (x, z) = −0.3z + 0.289z 2 − 0.142z 3
+ (0.683 − 2.58z + 3.21z 2 − 1.24z 3 )x
+ (0.435 + 0.704z − 2.439z 2 + 1.295z 3 )x2
+

(−0.354 − 3.77z + 8.79z 2 − 2.46z 3 ) 3
x .
(1 − 2.7z + 28.1z 2 )
(2)

Fig. 6. (a) Effective absorption coefficient spectra of Ge/SiGe (12.5-nm
Ge well and 5-nm Si0.175 Ge0.825 barrier) quantum wells on a relaxed
Si0.05 Ge0.95 buffer under different reverse bias voltages at 90 ◦ C. (b) Comparison of the electric field dependence of absorption edge shifts between the
experiment and tunneling resonance simulation.

between 0- and 1.5-V bias. The peak contrast of effective absorption coefficients between 0- and 2-V bias is 3.6 at 1564 nm,
and the optical bandwidth with absorption coefficient contrast
higher than 3 is 20 nm.
Though the increased quantum well thickness has somewhat
reduced the confinement and weakened the exciton peaks, the
magnitude and shift of the QCSE are still comparable to or better
than that of III–V materials at similar wavelengths. The measured shifts of the heavy-hole exciton peak shown in Fig. 6(b)
agree well with the tunneling resonance simulations.
V. SIMULATIONS
The simulation of the energies of the confined electron and
hole levels in the quantum wells is based on a tunneling resonance method similar to a previous work [1], [2]. In calculating
QCSE shifts of the exciton peaks, in addition to the shifts of
the individual electron and hole energies in the wells, there is

To calculate the offsets ∆Ev,hh and ∆Ev,lh between the quantum well barrier and the quantum well in the valence band, one
has to calculate the offset for each layer relative to the substrate,
using (1), and take the appropriate difference between the two
calculations.
The indirect bandgap for a strained Si1−x Gex layer grown on
a relaxed Si1−z Gez buffer layer is calculated by Rieger and Vogl
[24]. We do not need the numerical values here, but the result
is that the lowest indirect conduction valley is expected in our
structure to be in the Ge well layer, as shown in Fig. 3.
At the zone center in Si, there are several conduction bands of
similar energies. The lowest conduction band at the zone center
in Ge is a Γ2 band [22], and hence we consider the Γ2 band in
Si [35] for calculating the conduction band offset. This Γ2 band
in Si is at an energy of ∼4.175 eV above the top of the valence
bands in pure Si. For the purposes of calculating the conduction
band offset at the zone center, we make the simple assumption
that this zone center bandgap varies linearly between its value
in Si, and the value in bulk, unstrained Ge (∼0.8 eV). Hence,
subtracting the amount of the offset in the valence band, we are
left with an offset in the conduction band of
∆Ec,Γ = (4.175 − 0.8)x − ∆Ev,hh .

(3)

As we will see later, because this is generally such a large
offset, the resulting values of the quantum-confinement energies
and QCSE shifts are not very sensitive to it, and so an approximate value based on simple assumptions may be sufficient, at
least as a first approximation.
In our calculations, we linearly interpolate between the Ge
and Si values of 0.041 and 0.156 for the Γ2 band [22] for the
conduction band effective mass at the zone center and between
0.28 and 0.49 [36] for the heavy hole mass.
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B. Calculations of Energy Levels and Shifts
The calculated shifts in Figs. 4(b) and 6(b) are the sums of
electron and hole shifts calculated by the tunneling resonance
method using the above parameters. Because of the very small
calculated shift of the exciton binding energy (<0.4 meV), it is
neglected in calculating shifts. (The exciton binding shift, if we
were to include it, would be subtracted from these calculated
shifts, slightly reducing them.)
In our strained Ge/SiGe MQWs design, we have three particularly important factors affecting the absorption edge and its
QCSE shift—quantum-well thickness, barrier composition, and
strain (based on buffer composition). (Barrier thickness has only
a minor effect on confinement energy as long as the barrier is
not too thin.) Fig. 7 illustrates the effects of each of these three
factors on the quantum-confinement energies, and on the QCSE
shift with fields from 0 to 11 × 104 V/cm. As is usually the case
in the calculations of the QCSE shifts, the larger contribution to
the shift of the transition energies is from the shift of the hole
levels, because of their larger effective masses.
Fig. 7(a) shows that the quantum-well thickness is the dominant parameter (together with strain) in setting the amount
of quantum-confinement energy, and hence in setting the wavelength range at which the QCSE will be observed. As is common
in quantum wells, thin wells give large quantum-confinement
energies, and lead to small QCSE changes in those energies.
Thick wells, e.g., 15 nm or above, will show large shifts in principle, though the corresponding overlap integral between the
electron and hole wavefunctions, and hence the corresponding
absorption strength, will fall off very quickly with field, and
the behavior will become progressively more like that of bulk
materials [33].
Fig. 7(b) and (c) shows that the compositional changes in
the barrier and buffer layers have only a modest effect on the
quantum-confinement energies and on the QCSE shift, even
though they are very important in the structural strain balance
engineering for the multi-quantum-well growth.
Fig. 8 shows the effect of changing the conduction band barrier height in the simulations. A change of ±50 meV in the
conduction band barrier height causes less than ±2-meV difference in the energy of the electron state, presumably because
the electron states are well confined. Note that the calculated
conduction band barrier height here is large (∼400 meV).
For the 10-nm (and 12.5-nm) sample, the strain [24] is calculated to shift the heavy-hole-to-conduction transition energies by 36 meV (and 19 meV), and the sum of the electron
and heavy hole quantum well energies from the simulation is
56 meV (and 39 meV). Adding the strain shifts and quantumconfinement shifts together, and comparing these to the actual
measured positions of the exciton peaks, the calculated absolute positions are high by 12 meV (and 8 meV) respectively.
Adding the effect of the exciton binding energy would reduce
the calculated differences by ∼1–2 meV (because the quantum
well exciton is more tightly bound than is the bulk exciton—see
the Appendix). Given the uncertainties in physical parameters,
and the fact that the strain calculations have not been previously validated by comparison with experiment, the agreement

Fig. 7. Electric field dependence of the quantum-well energy (sum of heavy
hole and electron) and exciton peak shift with different structure designs. (a)
Quantum-well thickness. (b) Barrier composition. (c) Buffer composition.
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Fig. 8. Effects of variations in the direct conduction band offset on the quantum
well energy with ∆Ec = 350, 400, and 500 meV.

of both the absolute positions and the QCSE shifts is relatively
good.
VI. DISCUSSION
Perhaps the most surprising aspect of the results presented
here is that, in an indirect gap semiconductor, we can nonetheless
still have strong quantum confinement at the direct gap. The
electrons apparently do not leak too rapidly from the direct gap
to the indirect gap.
There are at least three aspects of the experimental results
that suggest we have strong quantum confinement in the direct
gap quantum well.
1) Large quantum-confinement energies are required to explain the overall shift of the direct absorption edge from
the bulk Ge value; the calculated strain shifts are not nearly
sufficient to explain the observed shift. This shift can be
explained reasonably well by the combination of the strain
shifts and the quantum-well calculations using the small
electron effective mass in the zone center conduction band.
2) Clear exciton peaks are observed at room temperature,
which requires substantial confinement of the electron
states.
3) The calculated QCSE shifts, based on the direct gap quantum well parameters, agree well with the experiments, for
two different samples.
To have strong quantum-confinement effect in the optical absorption, it is not necessary that the electrons or holes stay for a
long time in the states in which they are created. For example,
in the GaAs quantum-well case, the exciton states themselves
are known only to last for a few hundred femtoseconds [37],
but that is long enough to give clear excitonic absorption lines
in the spectrum. Such a short lifetime only contributes about
a few millielectronvolts of the linewidth to the optical transition [31], as expected from the uncertainty principle. In Ge, the
scattering time of the electrons from the Γ valley to the L valley has been measured to be ∼570 fs at low temperature [38].
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Though fast, this intervalley scattering time would not be fast
enough to substantially broaden the optical absorption spectrum
corresponding to the confined transitions.
A remaining question is whether our use of the zone-center
bands to calculate the band offsets for electrons in the quantum
well is valid. Such use implicity assumes that the electrons cannot couple strongly into the L valleys in the barriers. We are not
aware of any specific calculation of such coupling that would be
relevant to the present cases. We can, however, attempt to rationalize that such coupling would not be strong. The side valleys,
first of all, are in the L-direction, not in the [1 0 0] (X) direction
of the growth and confinement in this sample, so the momentum of the electrons in such side valleys would be very different
from those of the electrons in the zone-center valley. Secondly,
the unit cell functions of states in those side valleys likely have
different symmetry from the S-like symmetry expected in the
zone-center valley. These differences in momentum and symmetry make any direct quantum-mechanical coupling between the
zone-center quantum well states and the L-valley states in the
barrier weak or zero. For example, if we were to consider a tightbinding model of these structures, the differences in momentum
and symmetry would mean that there was little or no overlap
between the zone-center well and L-valley barrier states, which
would mean that the states were not directly coupled quantum
mechanically. In the absence of a more detailed model, this
question remains open theoretically. The experimental evidence
here, though, is that the electron is confined in the zone-center
valley, with relatively high effective barrier heights, at least long
enough to give relatively sharp optical absorption transitions.
The fact that the electrons are expected to transfer on a picosecond or sub-picosecond time scale to the L valleys could
actually be beneficial to modulator devices, because it could
prevent the buildup of large electron densities in the quantum
wells. Such buildup can lead to field screening and absorption
saturation in modulator devices run at high-power levels. Here
the electrons are expected to transfer to the L valleys, and possibly can transport relatively effectively through those L-valley
states (for which the barriers are relatively low) through the
whole quantum well structure.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated clear quantum confinement at the direct gap of the Ge quantum wells with SiGe barriers, and QCSE
electroabsorption in these wells. Both these effects are seen despite the fact that there are lower conduction band minima in
both the well and barrier materials, confirming that the confinement of electrons in the conduction band lasts long enough
to give clear quantum-confinement shifts in electron energies,
and that this confinement persists even in the presence of strong
electric fields. There is also a clear evidence of strong excitonic absorption peaks in the spectra, even in the presence of
large electric fields, which again is consistent with the strong
confinement of the electron in the conduction band zone-center
quantum well. Exciton binding energy calculations confirm that
the exciton is strongly confined, with a significantly increased
binding energy. The absolute positions of the exciton absorption
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peaks agree reasonably well with the calculated values, including the effects of both the quantum confinement and strain.
The shifts of the heavy hole exciton peaks agree well with the
experimental measurements.
The electroabsorption observed here is particularly interesting for possible optical modulator devices. First, it gives a strong
QCSE electroabsorption mechanism in a silicon-based fabrication process, a process that is likely compatible with the standard
processes used for silicon-integrated circuit manufacture. The
QCSE is the mechanism used for high-performance semiconductor electroabsorption modulators, though so far only in III–V
materials in practical devices. The strength of the electroabsorption in the Ge quantum wells is comparable to or better than the
electroabsorption seen in III–V materials at similar wavelengths,
with the exciton peaks actually more clearly defined at high
fields in the present Ge case. Second, by redesigning the quantum wells with reduced strain and slightly increased thickness,
we can shift the electroabsorption to longer wavelengths; when
we heat the device structure to 90 ◦ C, a temperature characteristic of an operating silicon-integrated circuit, the wavelength of
operation of this device shifts to cover the telecommunications
C-band around 1.55-µm wavelength. Hence, this mechanism
with Ge quantum wells on Si may allow high-speed optical
modulators compatible with both silicon-integrated circuits and
optical networks.
APPENDIX
CALCULATION OF EXCITON BINDING ENERGY
We follow the variational method of [2] for calculating the
exciton binding energies, except that we use electron and hole
z-wavefunctions that are calculated and normalized numerically, using the tunneling resonance technique, rather than an
analytic approximation to those wavefunctions.
The exciton binding energy is calculated based on the “strong
confinement” assumption that the z-wavefunctions of electron
and hole are approximately not perturbed by the Coulomb attraction between electron and hole. This is a good assumption if
the well is relatively thin compared to the bulk exciton diameter
(which it certainly is here). We therefore write the electron–hole
wavefunction (with r as the relative position of the electron and
hole in the xy plane) as
Ψ(r, ze, zh ) = ψe (ze )ψh (zh )φe−h (r)

(4)

where ψe (ze ) and ψh (zh ) are the electron and hole
z-wavefunctions, respectively. We use a 1S-like orbital in the
xy plane, of the form
 
 1/2
−r
2
1
exp
φe−h (r) =
(5)
π
λ
λ
and we adjust the parameter λ, which we can view as the
(in-plane) radius of the exciton, to minimize the energy.
For this calculation, because we should use the in-plane
hole masses to calculate the exciton kinetic energy term from
the in-plane orbital, we use the appropriate masses as calculated from Luttinger parameters, using values γ1 = 4.22, γ2 =
0.39, γ3 = 1.44 for Si, and γ1 = 13.25, γ2 = 4.25, γ3 = 5.56

Fig. 9. Calculated exciton binding energy and exciton radius as a function
of electric field perpendicular to the layers, for the 10-nm Ge quantum-well
sample.

for Ge. This leads to heavy hole masses in the confinement or
uniaxial strain direction, mhhz = m0 /(γ1 − 2γ2 ) ≈ 0.291m0
for Si and ≈ 0.21m0 for Ge, and in the in-plane directions,
mhhxy = m0 /(γ1 + γ2 ) ≈ 0.216m0 for Si and ≈ 0.057m0 for
Ge. For the dielectric constant, which we assume for the sake
of simplicity is the same in the well and barrier layers, we use
εr = 16.
The resulting exciton binding energy and exciton in-plane radius (the parameter λ) are shown in Fig. 9. For comparison, the
bulk Ge exciton binding energy calculated using the effective
isotropic hole mass of 0.28 used above would be ∼1.88 meV,
with a corresponding Bohr radius for this three-dimensional
(3-D) case of ∼23.7 nm. We see, therefore, that the effect of the
confinement is to increase its binding energy; at zero field here
we calculate a quantum well binding energy of ∼3.53 meV. The
calculated two-dimensional (2-D) radius λ is actually comparable to the 3-D Bohr radius; in general, we would expect the
2-D radius to be smaller, but the fact that the hole mass used
for the 2-D case is significantly lower than that used for the
3-D case increases the radius for the 2-D case. Nonetheless,
with the confinement to the 10-nm thick layer, the exciton in the
quantum well is substantially smaller overall, which increases
the strength of the exciton absorption, and just as in, e.g., GaAs
quantum wells [2], is the explanation for why the exciton peak is
observable so strongly in the quantum well at room temperature.
We do not have measurements at low temperature of the exciton
peak form, but we also note that we do not see substantial broadening of the absorption edge or exciton peak with temperature
in, e.g., Fig. 5. This lack of strong temperature dependence suggests that, in contrast to the case of GaAs quantum wells, the
high-temperature width of the absorption edge or exciton peak
may not be substantially caused by, e.g., the lifetime associated
with the optical phonon ionization of the exciton. The source of
this width in our Ge wells remains an open question; possible
sources could be variations in the widths of the quantum wells
(giving varying confinement energies) or rapid ionization by
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the scattering of the electron, by phonon emission, to the side
valleys. The fact that the exciton remains strong at high (e.g.,
105 V/cm) fields is explicable by the presumed strong confinement of the exciton within the well by sufficiently high barriers
on either side.
As the field is increased, the electron and hole are pushed to
opposite sides of the well, the exciton gets somewhat larger and
the exciton binding energy decreases somewhat, both because
of the slightly reduced coulomb interaction of the (now more
separated) electron and hole.
With the small exciton binding energy in this system, and
the relatively small shift in the binding energy with field (here
<0.4 meV), this shift is essentially negligible in the shift of the
overall exciton peak energy, with the dominant shifts coming
from the shifts in the single particle energy levels in the wells. In
principle, we should include the binding energy in calculating
the absolute energy positions of the transitions, though other
uncertainties here (including the width of the exciton peak itself)
are so large that we neglect the relatively small exciton binding
energy altogether in our comparisons with experiment.
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